Codon usage pattern in alpha 2(I) chain domain of chicken type I collagen and its implications for the secondary structure of the mRNA and the synthesis pauses of the collagen.
A stability map of local secondary structure of the mRNA of the triple-helical alpha 2(I) chain domain of chicken type I collagen was obtained by plotting the free energy of the optimal secondary structure of a local segment in mRNA against the segment position along a base sequence of the mRNA. It was found that the positions of the minima of free energy in the plot coincide with the positions where synthesis pauses of the alpha-chain polypeptides of the corresponding sizes translated from the mRNA have been reported to occur (1). The codon usage pattern of each of the three major amino acids of the alpha-chain domain of the collagen, Gly, Pro and Ala, fluctuates considerably along the base sequence segments of the mRNA and a deviation of the pattern from that of the average of the whole alpha 2(I) chain domain mRNA, particularly for Gly codons, leads to a loss of the stability of the local secondary structure of the mRNA. The results suggest that selection has operated on the codon usage to optimize the secondary structure characteristic of the mRNA of the chicken collagen alpha 2(I) chain domain which leads to a nonuniform polypeptide elongation pattern.